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Chase Through Venice
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Laura Peterson

Chase through Venice

Author blurb: 

When Sally Gould visited Italy, she loved exploring and discovering the stories behind the people and 
places of Venice. She wishes to share with children the magic of Venice.

Illustrator blurb:

Laura Peterson came to Australia from Hungary in 1996. She lives in Adelaide with her husband and faithful pets 
where she teaches illustration. She has illustrated other picture books including Eyes in the Night which won a 
Wilderness Society award.

Author dedication
For Nic and everyone who loves Venice. SG
 

Illustrator dedication:
I dedicate this book to the memory of my darling Tódika, who passed away while I was illustrating this 
project. LP

Book blurb

Marco dreams of being a Gondolier like his father but when a tourist leaves 
his camera on the gondola, Marco must become a detective to save the 
day.
�
Join Marco as he takes us through the streets of Venice on his quest to 
reunite the tourist and his camera.

Marco dreams of being a Gondolier like his father but when a 
tourist leaves his camera on the gondola, Marco must become 
a detective to save the day.

Join Marco as he takes us through the streets of Venice on 
his quest to reunite the tourist and his camera.

When Sally Gould visited Italy, she loved exploring and discovering the stories 
behind the people and places of Venice. She wishes to share with children the 
magic of Venice.

Laura Peterson came to Australia from Hungary in 1996. She lives in Adelaide 
with her husband and faithful pets where she teaches illustration. She has 
illustrated other picture books including Eyes in the Night which won a Wilderness 
Society award.
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